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Abstract
The support of a single signalling protocol for all compo-

nents on the data path of a QoS-based transmission cannot
necessarily be assumed. In this paper, we investigate the
issues surrounding hierarchically layered network QoS sig-
nalling configurations, as e.g. can be found in RSVP over
ATM signalling. After introducing and discussing these
issues we conclude that many of the decisions involved
require understanding the performance characteristics of
such layered signalling configurations. We therefore
describe the implementation of an RSVP/ATM edge device,
which we then use to conduct measurements in a configura-
tion that involves in effect three layered signalling protocols:
RSVP and ATM’s UNI and PNNI. Using these measurements
we review the issues in layering signalling protocols and
reinforce design decisions being taken for the edge device
mediating between the different mechanisms of the two net-
work QoS architectures.
Keywords: Network QoS, Signalling Protocols, RSVP,
ATM, Overlay Networks.

1.  Introduction

The Internet has respected heterogeneity in underlying
network technology from its inception as a matter of fact [1].
This was certainly one of the main reasons for it to become
the global information infrastructure it is nowadays, as it
allowed for a smooth evolution in time and space and contin-
ues to do so. The next step in the maturation of the Internet
is towards a commercialization based on differentiation of
the provided network service induced by different applica-
tion requirements and user demands - the concept ofQuality
of Service (QoS). At the moment there are manifold tech-
niques for improving the plain best-effort IP towards the
support of QoS, as e.g. RSVP (Resource reSerVation Proto-
col) [2], IntServ (Integrated Services) [3], DiffServ (Differ-
entiated Services) [4], MPLS (Multiprotocol Label
Switching) [5], ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode), etc.
To us it seems very likely that none of these or any future
QoS technologies will be able to oust the others, as there are

always design trade-offs to make and therefore they all ha
different strengths and weaknesses. Hence we argue tha
recognition of heterogeneity with respect to QoS technolo
used in the Internet is inevitable, see also [6] for a simil
discussion.

In this paper we study the issues of QoS signalling in la
ered network systems. We do so by looking closely at a co
crete example: RSVP-signalled IP flows over large-sca
ATM subnetworks using UNI (User Network Interface) fo
access and PNNI (Private Network Node Interface) for inte
switch signalling. This should be seen as one particu
instance of (triply) layered network QoS signalling that wi
allow us to investigate the issues in such configuration
Another example of layered signalling could be the intera
tion of RSVP/IntServ with a DiffServ subnetwork which
employs a so-called Bandwidth Broker [7] to set u
dynamic, and therefore signalled SLAs (Service Lev
Agreements).

As we argue that the issues of such layered network Q
signalling configurations involve understanding function
as well as performance characteristics of such layered s
nalling systems, we describe the design and implementat
of an edge device that mediates between the RSVP/IntS
and ATM QoS architectures. This edge device is then used
conduct measurements of the performance characteristic
layered QoS signalling in a fairly realistic IP/ATM testbed
We emphasize on measurements of this particular configu
tion but argue that the considerations that have to be tak
into account for such layered signalling apply equally we
to other configurations.

2. Layered Network Signalling - Model&Issues

2.1 Conceptual Model

We assume an overlaid network configuration, where n
work elements on the same level communicate with ea
other by the use of signalling protocols for the purpose
conveying QoS. However, to do so they also trigger lowe
level signalling for intermediate devices to coordinate Qo
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on one section of the higher level QoS path. This may take
place recursively as shown in Figure 1.

In effect a uni- or bidirectional QoS channel between
two or several instances is established. Note that these
instances do not necessarily have to be hosts but could also
be located inside the network providing for a less than
end-to-end scope of the QoS channel. The arrows in Fig-
ure 1 symbolize signalling interactions between peering
instances inside the network for a given level. The vertical
interaction between levels as depicted by the dashed lines,
i.e. theconcatenationof signaling mechanisms, will usu-
ally be some kind of software mediating between the two
adjacent signalling mechanisms, so upper- and lower-level
signalling are co-located in such devices.

We only look at the constrained heterogeneity case
where signalling protocols are layered on top of each
other, since peer relations seem to have rather low rele-
vance and are difficult to treat (for a discussion of this see
[8]). Furthermore, they can usually be easily resolved by
adding a minimal convergence layer to end-systems (as is
e.g. the case for best-effort traffic if an ATM-attached host
runs CLIP (Classical IP over ATM)).

2.2 General Issues

In a model of layered signalling as described above
there are a number of issues that need to be taken into
account.

An important issue is thetemporal characteristicof the
system, in particular how does latency incurred by an
underlying signalling path involving non-local resources
affect the realization of the overlaid signalling path. To
obtain an understanding of the temporal characteristics of
the overall layered system requires to understand the con-
tribution of the different constituents of the overall signal-
ling setup latencies and their quantitative relation to each
other. If an underlying signalling system consumes a con-
siderable amount of time relative to the time taken by the
overlaid signalling system then one consequence is that
concurrenthandling of signalling requests at the interface
to the underlying signalling system becomes a require-

ment. From the perspective of the overlaid signalling sy
tem there might be several sessions with outstand
admission control decisions. This introduces some co
plexities. One of them is with respect to strictly loca
resources like e.g. buffer space that may need to be
aside for a request. Such local resources should proba
be acquired before the underlying signalling mechanism
are triggered in order not to waste presumably precio
signalled resources if there are not enough local resour
in the first place. A drawback of this design is howeve
that a situation may occur where requests are denied s
vice due to lack of local resources acquired by reque
whose admission is still pending and might be rejecte
Another implication of concurrently handling the admis
sion control process of the overlaid signalling system
the necessity to introduce a further system state that mi
be called “admission pending”. This state is required in
order to avoid situations where sessions are torn do
while the underlying signalling system is still busy estab
lishing a lower level session. If the higher level sessio
were torn down before the lower-level session signallin
has been terminated then there would be no associa
any more for the lower-level session and it would b
unclear how to deal with that session as no instance wo
feel responsible. Thus the admission pending state ser
the purpose of not tearing down a session while a lowe
level signalling system is still busy. One might argue th
this case is extremely exceptional since a session setup
a session tear down will not likely follow each other s
fast. However, if one takes into account that the overla
signalling system might allow for dynamic QoS renegotia
tions or dynamic route changes as e.g. RSVP does, wh
may result in new session setups for the lower level sign
ling system, then the coincidence between higher lev
teardowns and lower level setups becomes much more
quent.

Another issue is thecoupling between the higher and
lower level signalling system. It need not be the case th
every higher-level session is corresponding exactly to o
lower level session and on the other hand a higher le
session might consist of several lower level sessions. T
first case where several higher level session are mu
plexed onto a lower level session has the potential of lo
ering setup delays as at least for some sessions
admission control decision can be done based solely
local knowledge. On the other hand, it introduces a pro
lem with QoS guarantees given to higher level sessio
which are now multiplexed into one lower level sessio
This requires some mechanisms for careful grouping
higher level sessions in order to retain the individual Qo
guarantees for higher level sessions (see [9] for a treatm
of this). The second case where a higher level session c
sists of multiple lower level sessions may e.g. occur if

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

QoS Channel

Figure 1: Layered Signalling Model - Concatenation.
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heterogeneous multicast session needs to be overlaid on a
lower level signalling system that only supports a homoge-
neous multicast model. In this situation the heterogeneous
multicast session is emulated on the lower level by estab-
lishing multiple homogeneous multicast session - one for
each QoS level. In both cases of logical decoupling
between the higher and the lower level signalling system it
is important to keep track of the associations. For example,
a rollback operation might be necessary if some sessions
of a collection of lower level sessions corresponding to a
single higher level session could not be established, or if a
lower level session is torn down due to a system failure
and all higher level sessions using that lower level session
need to be informed.

The idea or rationale behind the following investigations
is that knowledge about the constituents of the overall
setup latency in a hierarchically layered signalling envi-
ronment has implications on what measures have to be
taken when implementing such a system. Of course this is
not solely dependent upon technology but also upon the
topology of the layered network (meaning how much of
the overall system does the underlying system make up
respectively the overlaid system).

It is important to realize that these issues can only be
treated if one has a clear understanding of the performance
aspects of layered signalling.

3. Implementing RSVP/IntServ over ATM

As an example of a layered network QoS signalling con-
figuration we present the implementation of the RSVP/Int-
Serv architecture on top of a native ATM network.

3.1 Overall Architecture

The whole system of layered signalling systems in terms
of the conceptual model is shown in Figure 2. While the
end-systems communicate their QoS requirements via
RSVP signalling to establish a unidirectional QoS chan-
nel, this RSVP signalling is mapped inside the network
onto ATM UNI signalling at an edge device and then
mapped by the access switches onto PNNI signalling for
inter-switch communication. While the UNI to PNNI sig-
nalling mapping is quite straightforward as they were
designed to interoperate, the mapping of RSVP onto ATM
UNI needs more thought and is what we actually imple-
mented at the edge device.

A high level architecture of such an RSVP/ATM edge
device is given in Figure 3. Here the main building blocks
of the edge device are shown. Of course an RSVP protocol
engine is a required component to process RSVP mes-
sages between edge devices and other RSVP-aware nodes
on the data path. The RSVP core identifies situations
under which the lower level ATM UNI signalling may

need to be invoked and signals this to a component cal
NBMA TCI (Non-Broadcast Multiple Access Traffic Con-
trol Interface) which then makes the decisions with rega
to whether an RSVP-related event actually requires
ATM signalling event and if so, what exactly should b
done. The fact that almost any non-trivial subnetwo
topology for an underlying QoS technology has th
NBMA characteristic has been the reason for naming th
component NBMA TCI. This component contains in it
upper part generic functionality not yet specific to ATM
but is also valid for e.g. a DiffServ-capable subnetwor
However, the lower part of this module is ATM-specific
and involves controlling subordinated modules for ma
ping the different QoS models, the invocation of ATM
UNI signalling to establish VCs (Virtual Circuits) and to
configure the data path inside the RSVP/ATM edg
device.

In the following we first describe the implementation o
a flexible IP/ATM adaptation which will cover the VC Sig-
nalling and the Data Path Config modules. We will short
touch the QoS Mapping module as it is not the focus
this work and then present the design and implementat
of the NBMA TCI.

3.2 The IP/ATM Adaptation Module

During the design and implementation of the IP/ATM
adaptation module it became clear that it would not me

RSVP

ATM UNI

ATM PNNI

IntServ Reservation

Figure 2: Layered signalling configuration for
RSVP/IntServ over ATM.
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Figure 3: RSVP/ATM Edge Device Architecture.
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much more effort to allow for a flexible software that
could not only provide useful services to the RSVP/Int-
Serv over ATM edge device but also to other IP-QoS
related matters, as e.g. for DiffServ (Differentiated Ser-
vices). So an effort was made to design the adaptation
module as generic as possible. For a more detailed
description of the capabilities and rationale of inner work-
ings of the IP/ATM adaptation module see [10].

3.2.1 Implementation Design.We decompose the IP/
ATM adaptation module, which we calledflexVCM(flexi-
ble VC Management), into two separate parts:
• akernel module, and
• auser library.

The flexVCMkernel module operates on the data path
between the IP and ATM sides of an edge device and
enforces the assignment of packets to VCs. A design deci-
sion we made was to implement theflexVCMkernel mod-
ule in C. This was motivated by the fact that the kernel
entry points are to be specified in C anyway and that it
would make only limited sense to have a hybrid design by
introducing another language, as e.g. C++.

The flexVCM user library acts on the control path by
doing the signalling for VCs and furthermore provides the
interface to users of the adaptation module. With respect
to the programming language we decided to use C++,
since we wanted an object-oriented interface design to be
accompanied with object-oriented coding.

3.2.2 Interface.TheflexVCMuser library allows to set fil-
ters into the forwarding path from the IP-side of an edge
device to the ATM-side. Here, filters consist of a number
of rules which map data flows on a number of ATM VCs
that can each be set up with a certain specified QoS. A
user of the library only needs to supply the logic for which
data flows there should be special treatment by the ATM
subnet. This logic is a simple restricted predicate logic,
where the predicates are based on arbitrary conditions in
the headers including and above the IP layer and are com-
bined by logical ANDs, thus constituting afilter rule. An
OR’ed concatenation of such filter rules represents afilter.
Each filter is mapped on a set of VCs, where the sets of the
VC endpoints are disjoint. In a more formal way, filters
can be described as:

Let Ai,j(p), i=1,...,n, j=1,...,k, be predicates defined on
the contents of an IP packetp,

e.g.

then

constitutes a filter rule for j=1,...,k,

and

with endpoints(VCi) ∩ endpoints(VCj) = {} for all i,j

constitutes a filter.
Since flexibility is one of the design goals for the inter

face towards theflexVCM, different kinds of matching
actual packet header’s fields against filters are introduc
i.e. predicate definitions are very general. For example
is possible to do mask matches which is particularly suit
to address fields that are structured, as e.g. IP source
destination address fields, thus allowing for filter rules
be defined on whole IP subnets. Other types of matchi
include exact matches and range matches, where the la
could for example be used to specify a range of transp
protocol ports.

Let us briefly discuss why we chose to have aN:M rela-
tion between filter rules and VCs. TheN, i.e. multiple
rules, is due to the fact that it should be possible to shar
VC by aggregating several flows onto the same VC(s
something which might be considered for RSVP/IntSe
over ATM, especially for controlled load service (as pro
posed in [11]). TheM, i.e. multiple VCs, which however
do not share any endpoints, is because it should be po
ble to support a flexible way of combining IP with ATM
multicast, as e.g. required if heterogeneous QoS multic
as provided by RSVP shall be supported efficiently by a
ATM subnetwork [12]. The idea here is to construct hete
ogeneous QoS multicast trees from several homogene
ATM point-to-multipoint VCs. Also note here that VCs
might be shared between filters, i.e. a VC may belong
several filters. This means that e.g. for IP multicast grou
that share only a subset of receivers it is still possible
share VCs to common subnet-receivers.

3.2.3 Implementation.Due to space restriction we are no
able to present all the implementation details here. T
interested reader is referred to [10] for a very detaile
description.
Overall View.Our development environment is Sun wor
stations running Solaris 2.6/2.7 as the IP/ATM edg
devices. The work stations are equipped with Fore
SBA200E respectively PCA200E ATM network interfac
cards. Therefore theflexVCM is realized as STREAMS
implementation and for the VC control part we are able
use Fore’s SDAPI (Signalling Driver API) as a means
interface directly to ATM UNI 3.1 signalling1. The com-
ponents realizing the functionality of our IP/ATM adapta
tion module are depicted in Figure 4 with bold frame
whereas the other components represent the Solaris T
IP stack implementation and the ATM driver implementa
tion by Fore.
The flexVCM Kernel Module(s).The most important com-
ponent is theflexVCM STREAMS device multiplexing
driver which is located between the IP multiplexer and

Ai j, p( ) 1 if IP dest-addr = a.b.c.d

0 otherwise



=

F j A1 p( ) … An p( )∧ ∧=

F F1 … Fk∨ ∨ VC1 … VCv, ,;( )=
1. UNI 4.0 is not available in the driver of our ATM adapters.
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convergence IP module (in the example Fore IP is taken).
The task of theflexVCMdevice is to multiplex the IP data
streams according to configurable parameters onto ATM
VCs. The IP multiplexer essentially does not see the Fore
IP driver any more but is now communicating directly to
theflexVCMmultiplexer which however provides the same
(DLPI) interface as the Fore IP device driver so that the IP
multiplexer does not realize it "talks" to someone else. To
take its multiplexing decision theflexVCMexamines each
IP datagram against a set of filters.
The flexVCM User Library.In Figure 5, the relevant part
of the overall architecture for theflexVCMuser library is
shown. TheflexVCMuser library can on a macroscopic
level be divided into two layers:
• The user interface layerwhich is directed towards a

user of theflexVCMservices as e.g. the RSVP daemon
that "talks" via the NBMA TCI to theflexVCMmodule
in order to set up special VCs for RSVP-signalled IP
data flows according to the IntServ specifications car-
ried by the RSVP messages. Another example (as
depicted in Figure 5) could be a DiffServ SLA (Service
Level Agreements) Manager that maps the given SLAs
into specific ATM VCs.

• Thekernel interface layeron the other hand is directed
towards the kernel-level modules, respectively their

user-space interface, for managing the data forwardi
inside the kernel and the setup and tear down, etc. of
especially customized VCs.

3.3 QoS Mapping

We used very simple, yet working mappings a
described in [13], since the data path issues were not
focus of our investigations. Abstracting from details lik
AAL framing and segmentation overheads we used f
Guaranteed Service CBR withPCR = R and for Con-
trolled Load CBR withPCR = r.2

3.4 The NBMA TCI

Several new aspects arise when broadening the poin
view to traffic control for NBMA networks:
Silent Next Hops.Consider the arrival of the first RESV
message from a downstream RSVP hop. Suppose tha
reservation is already in place at the respective outgo
interface and that the new request carries no new Filt
Specs and a FlowSpec not larger than the existing one.
non-NBMA subnets at this point, no traffic control opera
tion is necessary, because the new request can be se
by the existing reservation. However, in case of NBM
networks, a new reservation request conveys a new n
hop. This information must be handed over to the traffi
control module, because it might be necessary to estab
a dedicated transmission channel (i.e. a VC or VC-en
point in case of ATM) to it.
IP Multicast.The interface to a traffic control module o
RSVP is specified in [2]. With respect to IP multicast, it i
mentioned in this document that the description “assum
that replication can occur only at the IP layer or ‘in th
network’”. We denote this as abroadcastnetwork. With-
out extensions, an RSVP engine merges all requests ar
ing at a single outgoing interface by calculating the lea
upper bound (LUB) of all FlowSpecs. In case of NBMA
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Figure 4: Implementation of flexVCM .
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networks, though, the traffic control module itself must be
able to decide how to merge reservations. We use the con-
cept ofmerging groupsto express this capability. Because
ATM does not support point-to-multipoint-VCs with het-
erogeneous QoS parameters, the traffic control module
partitions the set of next hops according to the similarity
of their QoS requests into merging groups. Then, a point-
to-multipoint-VC is used for transmission to each merging
group.
Partial Rollback of Traffic Control.The scope of a single
traffic control update operation is defined by the handling
of a single RSVP message or timer expiration per inter-
face. Performing such an update operation consists of sev-
eral actions to be carried out. Besides installing a new
FlowSpec for a reservation, FilterSpecs to identify eligible
sender applications might be added or removed. Although
unlikely, it is possible at least for a filter adding operation
to fail. Therefore, we decided to prepare our traffic control
modules for partial rollback by carrying out the update
operation as follows:

First, the new reservation FlowSpec is installed, then fil-
ters are added or removed. If installing a new FilterSpec
fails, all previously installed FilterSpecs from this update
operation are removed again and the FlowSpec is set to its
previous value. Thus, the important all-or-nothing prop-
erty of a traffic control update operation is guaranteed by
internal rollback.
Concurrent Execution.The traffic control operations
might involve a certain overhead, so that it seems desirable
to execute them concurrently to the core RSVP operations.
This however, requires to specify most of RSVP’s state
information and operations such that concurrent execution
is possible. This parallelization of the RSVP core process-
ing has been done along the network interfaces. This
means there is one thread per interface which does all
kinds of RSVP processing for that interface. If a certain
session is involved then this session’s state is acquired via
a mutex and hence no other RSVP-related processing can
take place on this session. This is important for an NBMA
TCI as it may trigger a non-trivial underlying signalling
system as in our case ATM. By blocking on a session we
essentially introduce the already mentioned admission
pending state into the RSVP processing and thus avoid the
problem when a session is removed before an associated
traffic control operation is terminated.

3.4.1 Design and Implementation.In earlier work we
have reimplemented the RSVP protocol, the so-called
KOM RSVP engine [14]. We employed an object-oriented
design. The implementation is done in C++. It is available
for Linux, FreeBSD, Solaris [15] and shows pretty favor-
able performance characteristics [16].
Traffic Control.The design of the traffic control is shown

in Figure 6. As can be seen in this diagram, a comm
base classTrafficControl exists, which provides the fol-
lowing interface to the core RSVP engine (arguments a
return types are not shown):

class TrafficControl {
virtual updateReservation() = 0;
virtual redoLastReservation() = 0;
updateFilters();
addFilter();
removeFilter();
updateTC();

};

This base class completely implements the high-lev
handling of insertion and removal of FilterSpecs. Th
methodsupdateReservationand redoLastReservationare
realized in derived classes and implement the logic f
merging of multiple reservations. They are specialized
broadcast or NBMA respectively, depending on the actu
type of subnet an interface is attached to. The classSched-
uler acts as a base class for different flavors of scheduli
packages and provides a common interface to them:

class Scheduler {
addFlowspec();
modFlowspec();
delFlowspec();
addFilter();
delFilter();

};

The public methods of classSchedulerare eventually
realized by calling internal virtual methods, which in tur
are implemented in derived classes. Furthermore, t
class provides some common mechanisms like logging
events and high-level admission control. ClassSchedul-
erNBMAadds some methods to this interface, which a
needed for NBMA subnets only.

class SchedulerNBMA : Scheduler {
addDestination();
delDestination();

};

Figure 6: Class design for traffic control modules.

TrafficControl

TrafficControlNBMATrafficControlBMA

Scheduler

SchedulerNBMA

SchedulerCBQ

SchedulerHFSC SchedulerVCM
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We have integrated scheduling packages for CBQ [17]
on Solaris and CBQ and HFSC [18] on FreeBSD based on
the ALTQ package [19]. However, most important to our
discussion here is classSchedulerVCM, which represents
the point where the contact from the RSVP daemon to the
flexVCM module is established.

The integration between the NBMA TCI and theflex-
VCM module is in principle achieved by installingflex-
VCM filters in response to RESV messages arriving at the
ingress RSVP/ATM edge device, where filters are com-
posed of one or several filter rules (the latter is for shared
explicit filter style reservation) defined by the 5-tuple
(source IP address, destination IP address, source port,
destination port, protocol). Furthermore, theflexVCMfil-
ters might in case of a heterogeneous multicast consist of
several point-to-multipoint VCs, but at least two, one for
best-effort receivers and one for QoS receivers. Due to the
flexibility of flexVCM, all of this was easily possible. Fur-
thermore, our RSVP over ATM implementation can inter-
changeably interwork with CLIP, ForeIP, or MPOA
(Multiprotocol over ATM) for the transport of best-effort-
traffic (in particular for the transport of RSVP control mes-
sages), as it is independent of the utilized best-effort IP
convergence module.

4.  Experiments & Measurements

In this chapter we conduct some experiments with a lay-
ered signalling system based on the implementation as
described above. The focus will be on measurements of
setup latencies and the analysis of contributions of differ-
ent signalling steps to the overall setup latency. As a proof
of concept and as a validation of the implementation, we
also present some measurements on data path characteris-
tics.

4.1 Setup Latencies

4.1.1 Test Scenario.Let us first describe the scenario we
built up in the hope of mimicking a fairly realistic scenario
with RSVP-capable access networks and an ATM back-
bone network. In Figure 7 the whole configuration is
shown along with the flow of signalling messages on the
different levels of the layered signalling system. The end-
systems are Linux-PCs (Intel P6-III 450 MHz for the
sender and AMD K6 350 MHz for the receiver) running a
“vanilla” KOM RSVP daemon. They are connected via
Ethernet to the RSVP/ATM edge devices which are Sun
workstations (UltraSPARC 166 MHz for the ingress edge
device and UltraSPARC-IIi 333 MHz for the egress edge
device) running Solaris 2.6 and are equipped with the
ATM-enhanced KOM RSVP daemon and an ATM adapter
card as described in Section 3.2.3. The edge devices in
turn are connected via OC3 interfaces to ATM access

switches (the one closer to the sender is a Fore LE155 a
the one closer to the receiver is a Fore ASX-200W
switch) and use UNI 3.1 signalling to communicate to th
switches. The access switches are connected to each o
via a backbone switch, a Fore ASX-1000, again usin
OC3 interfaces, and communicate to each other via PN

Let us now describe the sequence of events that ta
place in this system when a RSVP-based session is to
set up from sender to receiver:
1. A PATH message is generated from the RSVP daem
on behalf of the sending application and sent towards t
receiver.
2. The PATH message is intercepted by the ingress ed
device (ED), a PSB is created and the message is f
warded over the ATM subnetwork using a best-effort co
vergence module (we used CLIP).
3. The PATH message arrives at the egress ED, agai
PSB is created and the message is sent on to the recei
4. The local RSVP daemon on the receiver obtains t
PATH message, creates a PSB and upcalls the receiv
application that is assumed to be already waiting for
PATH event.
5. The receiving application triggers immediately a rese
vation at its local RSVP daemon via the API.
6. The local RSVP daemon on the receiving machine, s
up an RSB and generates a RESV message which is s
towards the egress ED.
7. Upon reception of the RESV message the egress
installs an RSB as well as an OutISB towards the receiv
(using the CBQ-based traffic control module) and fo
wards the message to the ingress ED via the best-ef
convergence module’s respective mechanisms.
8. The egress ED receives the RESV message, sets up
RSB, and now advisesflexVCMvia the NBMA TCI to set
up a QoS VC with an appropriately translated FlowSpec
9. A UNI SETUP message travels from the ingress ED
the access switch (a CALL PROCEEDING comes back
10.The access switch now source-routes the SETUP m

SETUP

PNNI
UNI

RSVP

SETUP SETUPSETUP

CONN CONN

PATH

CONN CONN

RESV

PATH
PATH

RESV
RESV

ReceiverSender

Figure 7: Test Configuration.
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sage towards the other access switch via the backbone
switch using PNNI.
11.When the SETUP arrives at the egress ED this means
that admission has been granted at all switches and the
egress ED sends back a UNI CONNECT message.
12.The UNI CONNECT message travels back to the
ingress ED (being transformed to a PNNI CONNECT and
back on its way).
13.Upon arrival of the CONNECT message at the ingress
ED, the VC has been setup completely and the FilterSpec
and session descriptor parameters are used to instruct the
flexVCMto redirect the RSVP-reserved flow over this new
VC.
14.The NBMA TCI returns admission control success to
the RSVP processing which then generates a RESV mes-
sage towards the sender, which then upcalls the sending
application with a RESV event, indicating that the reserva-
tion is now fully established.

4.1.2 Experiments, Results and Interpretation.For the
test scenario as described above we have conducted differ-
ent experiments which are designed to acquire an under-
standing of the different constituents of the overall setup
latency. The experiments differ in respect to which compo-
nents on the control path are actually turned on. Neverthe-
less the experiments are always conducted on the complete
infrastructure of the test scenario thus avoiding differences
due to different network characteristics and thus different
transmissions delays.

In all experiments we sampled 100 measurements (in
µsec) and computed the sample meanµ, the sample devia-
tion σ, and a 95% confidence interval denoted asCI, using
the student-t distribution since both mean and deviation
are only sampled.
Experiment 1: RSVP on end-systems only.In the first ex-
periment we only activated the RSVP daemons on the
sending and receiving machine. The motivation was to see
how RSVP performs in isolation. It was made sure that a
CLIP best-effort VC had been set up already.

The time taken was started when the sending application
created the session until it received the RESV event (see
Table 1).
Experiment 2: Vanilla RSVP on edge devices.In the sec-
ond experiment standard RSVP processing was now acti-
vated at the RSVP/ATM edge devices, but the NBMA TCI
was not activated and no special QoS VCs were built up.
Again it was made sure that a CLIP VC existed between

ingress and egress edge device.

Interestingly, the increase of two more RSVP hops co
only about 9 ms (see Table 2), which despite the differe
machines being used shows that API processing seem
be quite expensive.
Experiment 3: RSVP-ATM adaptation at edge devices.In
experiment 3 the RSVP-ATM adaptation was turned on
the edge devices so that now a QoS VC is set up
response to a RESV. This is the actual layered signalli
system as depicted in Figure 7.

The above numbers (see Table 3) indicate that the inc
sion of the IP/ATM adaptation mechanisms has a stro
effect on the overall setup latency. Two reasons are prin
pally possible: the local RSVP/ATM edge device oper
tions take a long time or the ATM signalling as triggere
by the IP/ATM adaptation module takes a long time
Therefore another sample of more detailed measureme
with regard to how much time is taken for the processin
within the NBMA TCI as a whole and the contribution o
the ATM VC setup was conducted (see Table 4).

Note that the NBMA TCI processing encompasses t
VC setup in Table 4. It is obvious that the large increase
the overall setup latency is mainly due to the ATM signa
ling latency introduced by the three-hop ATM subnetwor
This is verified if we look at the difference statistics:

Here we can see that the NBMA TCI processing excl
sive the VC setup is pretty inexpensive, while the V

Table 1: Statistics for Exp. 1 Setup Latencies (in µsec)

µ 38538

σ 389

CI (38313 , 38763)

Table 2: Statistics for Exp. 2 Setup Latencies (in µsec)

µ 47415

σ 2224

CI (46126, 48704)

Table 3: Statistics for Exp. 3 Setup Latencies (in µsec)

µ 118943

σ 6896

CI (114946, 122940)

Table 4: Statistics for Exp. 3 Setup Latencies with
Different Contributions (in µsec)

Stat. Setup Latency Over. NBMA TCI VC Setup

µ 117154 66589 66233

σ 8008 6344 6325

CI (112513,121795) (62912,70266) (62567,69899)

Table 5: Difference Statistics for Exp. 3 Setup Latencies
(in µsec)

Statistics Overall - NBMA TCI NBMA TCI - VC Setup

µ 50564 356

σ 3843 41

CI (48337, 52791) (333, 379)
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setup time is huge. These measurements certainly rein-
force the issues we raised in Section 2 and tried to deal
with in Section 3. Note that if we did not address the sig-
nalling latency of the underlying signalling system, here
ATM, by parallelization of the RSVP engine (see Section
3.3.4) then the edge devices would only be capable of pro-
cessing 15(!) setup/modification RESV messages per sec-
ond. An alternative idea in order to circumvent the huge
setup latencies might be to use “off the shelf” VCs that are
pre-established and thus immediately available. Yet, this
would require some knowledge of typical QoS requests.
We did not investigate this any further.
Experiment 4: PNNI vs. no PNNI.In the fourth experi-
ment we were interested in the contribution of PNNI sig-
nalling to the overall setup latency. We therefore
configured a PVC between the access switches (yet still
via the backbone switch). We measure again the overall
setup latency and the different contributions of the whole
NBMA TCI processing and its subcomponent, the VC
setup.

The results show that the overall setup latency is now
considerably smaller, yet the contribution of the VC setup
which now only involves UNI processing at the edge
devices and the access switches is still high. We also give
the difference statistics for the overall setup latency from
exp. 3 and 4 in Table 7.

Of course the difference statistics here are from two
independent samples, yet the student-t distribution still
applies (though with one degree of freedom less) and we
can compute theCI even if we cannot compute the sample
deviation (as it makes no sense here). It can be noted that
there seems to be no significant difference between UNI
and PNNI processing at least in our configuration (~40 ms
for two PNNI hops vs. ~30 ms for two UNI hops).

4.2 Data Path QoS

Although this is not the focus of our paper we want to
present some experiments with respect to data path issues
in order to complete the overall picture and to motivate the
layered network configuration by the improved QoS provi-

sion on the data path.

4.2.1 Isolation of Flows.In this experiment a 5 Mbit/s
constant rate UDP stream (1000 bytes/packet) was tra
mitted from sender to receiver for a 10 second duration.
the same time there was cross traffic from 2 sources (S
Ultra workstations) directly connected to the ATM back
bone switch. This cross-traffic flew to a traffic sink (agai
an Ultra workstation) connected to the access swit
closer to the receiver. The cross-traffic from the two traffi
sources was generated by independent on-off sour
which both sent at a constant rate of 100 Mbit/s durin
their on-period of 2 seconds, while their off-period was
second. We measured the packet loss rate at the rece
for the case where a vanilla RSVP daemon was used at
RSVP/ATM edge vs. the case where the edge dev
implements layered signalling. The results in Table 8 a
self-explanatory.

4.2.2 Packet Processing Overhead.The second point we
looked at with respect to data path issues were the pac
processing overheads incurred by the use of theflexVCM
module. In particular we wanted to investigate the effe
on best-effort traffic. Therefore we measured the tim
taken when a packet entered theflexVCMmodule until it
leaves it again towards the best-effort convergence mo
ule. The results of 20 measurements are shown in Tabl

The mean packet processing time was measured on
ingress edge device (equipped with 166 MHz UltraSPAR
processor), thus corresponding to ~2700 cycles - a sa
factory performance. The same experiment but now f
QoS-entitled packets yielded approximately the sam
results (see Table 10).

Table 6: Statistics for Exp. 4 Setup Latencies (in µsec)

Statistics Setup Latency NBMA TCI VC Setup

µ 76860 29679 29280

σ 3413 4077 4067

CI (74882, 78838) (27316,32042) (26923,31637)

Table 7: Difference Statistics for Exp. 3&4 Setup Latencies
(in µsec)

Statistics Overall Exp. 3 - Overall Exp. 4

µ 40294

CI (35262, 45326)

Table 8: Statistics of Loss Rate Behavior Experiment

Statistics Packet Loss Rate
vanilla RSVP

Packet Loss Rate
layered signalling

µ 0.473 0

σ 0.041 0

CI (0.449, 0.497) (0, 0)

Table 9: Statistics for packet processing times (in µsec)

Statistics Packet Processing Time

µ 16

σ 0.3

CI (15.7, 16.3)

Table 10: Packet processing times of QoS-entitled packets
(in µsec)

Statistics Packet Processing Time

µ 17

σ 0.2

CI (16.8, 17.2)
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5. Related work

There is a a large set of related work concerned with
interworking heterogeneous QoS architectures. Most of it
is describing frameworks as e.g. in [20], some is reporting
about implementation experience for RSVP/IntServ over
ATM as e.g. [21], [22], or [23]. Yet, most of these were not
implementing complete functionality, often only realizing
unicast capabilities, and none of them provided any
detailed performance measurements with respect to the
control path. However as we argued in this paper such
measurements are critical to the design and implementa-
tion of layered network QoS signalling systems.

Furthermore, there is to our knowledge no work that
investigated the general issues of layering network QoS
signalling protocols from a performance perspective, as
we attempted here.

6.  Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper we investigated the issues for layered net-
work QoS signalling systems. We designed and imple-
mented one particular instance of a layered network QoS
system where the RSVP/IntServ architecture operates on
top of an ATM subnetwork. In particular, we developed a
flexible IP/ATM adaptation module and a general NBMA
TCI as basic building blocks of an RSVP/ATM edge
device mediating between the different QoS architectures.
We then used this implementation to set up a test bed
which allowed us to investigate the performance character-
istics of the control path of such a layered configuration
and to verify our design and implementation.

For future work we plan to develop a hopefully realistic
performance model of layered network QoS signalling
systems by implementing the interworking of RSVP/Int-
Serv with a DiffServ/Bandwidth Broker based subnetwork
which shall allow us to generalize our findings. Moreover,
we will perform more detailed investigations on the data
path characteristics of our implementation.
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